
HUB Secure File Vault -
Built for organizations that cannot afford to lose
their crown jewels.
SaaS-based data secure hosting platform, allows comprehensive visibility, full access

control, and robust security features for both internal and external file transfers,

ensuring the utmost protection for organization’s valuable data.

HUB Secure File Vault uses advanced encryption, authorization, and authentication to

provide complete physical separation between sensitive data and the entire world. This

is the only solution on the market that gives you insurance coverage in case of cyber

breach.

HUB Secure File Vault transfers deliver cost reductions, enhance data transmission

quality, and ensure compliance with stringent regulations like PCI DSS, HIPAA, and

other industry-specific mandates.

Why is Secure File transfer needed?
Efficiently moving files between different locations is vital for businesses, and numerous

applications are available to facilitate this process. One such solution, HUB Secure File

Vault, provides a secure means to centralize, streamline, and automate data

movements.
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Effective cyber risk management - How does it work?

A key feature of HUB Secure File Vault is confidential computing, a cutting-edge

technology that locks data in secure enclaves to prevent unauthorized access. It’s like a

remote island for sensitive information, or simply put, a secure file vault. No matter if

your passwords are stolen or your infrastructure is compromised, it keeps your data

completely isolated.

On top of that, we provide highly secure authentication and authorization, so no one, not

even employees within your company, has access to the contents of your HUB Secure

File Vault without permission.

Designed to defeat ransomware
The damage ransomware attacks can cause is devastating. They could completely wipe

out revenue and data, and have a huge impact on reputation and client trust. In fact,

ransomware attacks accounted for 75% of all cyber insurance claims in 2021 (source:

AM Best).

Unlike most risk management tools, HUB Secure File Vault is specifically designed to

reduce the likelihood and severity of ransomware attacks. Also, this is the only solution

on the market that gives you insurance coverage.

Advantages:

● Insurance coverage in case of cyber breach
● Maximize efficiency and cost savings
● Streamline server-to-server file transfers with ease
● Achieve compliance standards effortlessly.
● A seamless interface, user-friendly SaaS, enables easy and quick

implementationֿ
● Extrae layers of security features
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Our Technology:

Permission & Governance
Policy Engine

A software component
that allows an organization
to create, monitor and
enforce rules about how
network resources and
data can be accessed.

Easy and Quick
Implementation

HUB Secure File Vault is a
SaaS that offers a quick

and super friendly
implementation.

Cyber Digital Twins

A digital replica that
isolates and prevents
compromise of actual
assets by presenting a
masked copy, for use to
simulate attacks, as well
as to divert attackers.

Physical Security

Features to detect any
physical changes to the
network platform and to
respond with an alert to

complete a wiping
operation.

High Performance

HUB’s PCIe solution
creates defense without

compromising
performance, reducing total
cost of ownership up to

80% compared to standard
solutions.

Zero Trust

Assumes all data and
network components have

been hacked. Each
component checks and
authorizes all code and
data packets before they

reach the CPU.
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